
the original book of mormon
manuscript

DEAN C JESSEE

the one thing that confirmed the divine authenticity of the
book of mormon in the mind of emma smith was the method
of writing the manuscript when asked about her belief by her
son she answered

no man could have dictated the writing of the manu-
script unless he was inspired for when acting as his scribe
your father would dictate to me hour after hour and when
returning after meals or after interruptions he would at once
begin where he had left off without either seeing the manu-
script or having any portion of it read to him this was a
usual thing for him to do it would have been improbable
that a learned man could do this and for one so ignorant
and unlearned as he was it was simply impossible 1

joseph smith s own claim for the book was that he trans-
lated it through the medium of the urimarim and thummim
by the gift and power of god and that it was the most
correct of any book on earth and the keystone of our religion
and a man would get nearer to god by abiding by its precepts
than by any other book 122

while much that has been said regarding the origin of the
book of mormon is beyond the experience of the average
searcher only as he accepts or rejects the credibility of the
earliest witnesses the existence of the book itself provides a
common ground for careful investigation but beyond this some

dean jessee is a member of the staff at the LDS church historian s office
in salt lake city

joseph smith last testimony of sister emma the sainssaints herald vol
26 oct 1 1879 p 290

joseph smith history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
ed B H roberts salt lake city 1948 vol 4 ppap 461 537 cited here-
after as DHC
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surviving badly weathered fragments of the original manu-
script permit a consideration of the book of mormon from a
paleographic standpoint it is the purpose of this study to re-
viewview the history and consider the handwriting and composition
of the remaining segments of the original manuscript for what
they inaymay contribute to the credibility of early witnesses regard-
ing the book of mormon origin

THE WRITING OF THE manuscript
joseph smith records that during the night of september

21 1823 a heavenly messenger appeared to him and revealed
the location of a book written upon gold plates giv-
ingin an account of the former inhabitants of this continent
and that the fulnessfalness of the everlasting gospel was contained
in it also that there were two stones deposited with
the pplatespiateslates and that god had prepared them for the purpose
of translating the book 3 receiving the plates four years later
on september 22 1827 joseph was delayed in his efforts to
translate them by persecution which became so intense that
multitudes were on the alert continually to get the plates

from him 4 this condition became so intolerable that he was
forced to leave manchester new york and go to the home
of his wife s parents in harmony pennsylvania where he ar-
rived in december 1827 5 by june 14 1828 he had completed
at least 116 manuscript pages of the translation with the help
of martin harris a palmyra farmer of respectability who
assisted him as scribe about this time harris after much
solicitation was permitted to take the writings to palmyra and
show them to his family while there others saw them and

by stratagem got them away and they were never re-
covered 6 following this loss the plates and the interpreters
were taken by the angel and not returned until september 22
1828 7 little translation was done prior to april 5 1829 8 when

bifibidbid volvoi 1 p 12
ibidbibidibzd4ibid p 18
ibid p 19
ibid p 21
preston nibley ed history of joseph smith by his mother lucy mack

smith salt lake city bookcraft 1958 p 135
thathat some translation was done just prior to cowdery s coming is indindicatedcatedbated

from a march 1829 revelation when thou hast translated a few more
pages thou shalt stop for a season doctrine and covenants 530 see
also sec 1041
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oliver cowdery a new york school teacher arrived at har-
mony and was engaged as scribe 9

the translation progressed with little cessation until june
of 1829 when david whitmer a friend of cowdery s came to
harmony with an invitation for joseph and oliver to continue
their work at his father s home in fayette new york 10 whit-
mer offered them free board and room and the assistance of
himself and one of his brothers to aid inin writing having need
for help in an undertaking so arduous joseph and oliver
accompanied whitmer to fayette where the remainder of the
work was completed according to david whitmer the trans-
lation at his father s home in fayette occupied about one
month from june 1 to july 1 1829 12

THE manuscript AFTER publication
upon completion of the translation precautions were taken

for protection of the manuscript during the printing of the
book

first that oliver cowdery should transcribe the whole manu
sciptsaipt second that he should take but one copy at a time to
the office so that if one copy should get destroyed there
would still be a copy remaining third that inin going to and
from the office he should always have a guard to attend him
for the purpose of protecting the manuscript fourth that a
guard should be kept constantly on the watch both night
and day about the house to protect the manuscript from
malicious persons who would infest the house for the purpose
of destroying the manuscript 13

john H gilbert who set the type for the first edition of
the book of mormon inin the EB grandin printing office in
palmyra new york remembered that the printing com-
menced inin august 1829 and was finished in march 1830 14

taking into consideration the time spent dodging persecu-
tion and losing part of the manuscript with its consequences
the actual writing time of the original manuscript covered
about three months

messenger and advocate kirtland ohio october 1834 ppap 141514 15
DHC vol 1I p 35
ibid p 49
kansas city journal june 5 1881
nibley history of joseph smith p 157
andrew jenson and edward stevenson infancy of the church salt lake

city 1889 p 37



that thou 4ii4mightestmi mightestlightestmightest be like unto this river continually tvu runn
the fountain of

ing into A all righteousness & he also spake unto lemuel saying 0 that thou

mightestmightlightestest be like unto this vally firm & steadfast & immoveable in keeping

the commandments of the lord now this he spake because of the stiffneck

ednesseldness of laman and lemuel for behold they did murmur in many thin

djsgsgjs against their father because that he was a visionary man & that he had lead

them out of the land of jerusalem to leave the land of their inheritance &

their gold & their silver & their precious things & to perish in the wilder

nelssdelssness & this they said that he had done because of the foolish immagionations of

his heart & thus laman & lemuel being the eldest did murmur against

their father & they did murmur because they knew not the dealings of that god

who had created them neither did they believe that jerusalem that great city

could be destroidoestroiddest roid according to the words of the prophets & they were like unto

thethle jews which were at jerusalem which sought to take away the life of

mylmyjbyjmy father & it came to pass that my father did speak unto them in the vally of

lemueiLellemuelmuelmuei with power being filled with the spirit untill their frames did
shake before him & he did confound them that they durst not utter against him where

fore they did do as he commanded them & my father dwelt in a tent & it came

torn that I1 nephi being exceeding young nevertheless being large in staitstat
of god

ulrealreure & also haveinghaleing great desires to know of the mysteries A wherefore I1 cried

unto the lord & behold he did visit me & did soften my heart that I1 did

believe all the words which had been spoken by my father wherefore I1

did not rebell against him like unto my brothers & I1 spake unto sam

makeingmareing known unto him the things which the lord had manifested

unto me by his holy spirit & it came to pass that he believed in my vvovo

radsrdsrjds but behold laman & lemuel would not hearken unto my words

ai&i& being grieved because of the heartnessheardnessheard ness of their hearts I1 cried unto the lord for th

nephi
elmem & it came to pass that the lord spake unto me saying blessed art thou A beca

uleulsealseuse of thy faith for thou hast sought me diligently with lowliness of heart ai&i&

in as much as ye shall keep my commandments ye shall prosper4flprosper 4& & sha

11 be lead to a land of promise yea even a land which I1 have prepared for
you a land which is choice above all other lands & in as much as thy bre

brackets on the left of the page identify letters that are not visible on
the accompanying photograph but which are legible on the original
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little reference is made to the manuscript between the time
of the book of mormon publication in 1830 and the deposit
of the document inin the nauvoo house cornerstone eleven years
later hyrum smith was reported as saying that the manuscript
11 once fell into the hands of an apostate 1 I hyrum think one
of the whitmerswhittersWhitmers and they had to resort to stratagem to get
possession of it again

on october 2 1841 eyewitnesseseye witnesses declare that joseph
smith placed the manuscript in the southeast cornerstone of the
nauvoo house which was then being constructed warren
foote stated 1 I was standing very near the cornerstone when
joseph smith came up with the manuscript of the book of
mormon and said he wanted to put that in there as he had
had trouble enough with it it was the sizesize of common foolscap
paper and about three inches thick 1 ebenezer robinson
onetimeone time editor of the times and seasons recalled

after the brethren had assembled at the southeast corner of
the foundation where the cornerstone was to be laid presi-
dent joseph smith said wait brethren I1 have a document I1
wish to put inin that stone and started for his house which
was only a few rods away across main street I1 went with
him to the house and also one or two other brethren he got
a manuscript copy of the book of mormon and brought it
into the room where we were standing and said 1

I will
examineexamine to see if it is all here and as he did so I1 stood
near him at his left side and saw distinctly the writing as he
turned up the pages until he hastily went through the book
and satisfied himself that it was all there it was written
on foolscap paper and formed a package as the sheets lay
flat of about two or two and a half inches thick I1 should
judge it was written mostly inin oliver cowdery s handwriting
with which I1 was intimately acquainted having set many pages
of type from his handwriting inin the church printing office
at kirtland ohio some parts of it were written inin other
handwriting he took the manuscript and deposited it in
the cornerstone of the nauvoo house at1t

the manuscript remained inin the cornerstone until 1882
when it was removed by lewis bidamon who had married

letter from john brown to john taylor dec 20 1879
warren foote dairy oct 2 1841 vol 1 p 57 this statement agrees

with that of john brown who also witnessed the proceedings he quoted joseph
smith as saying 1 I have had a great deal of trouble to preserve it I1 now deliver
it up to the lord and will not have the care of it any longer brown to taylor
letter cited above in note 15

ebenezer robinson the return vol 2 ppap 314315314 315
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emma smith following the death of the prophet and was liv-
ing inin the house at the time on september 27 1882 the
deseret news printed a report from the carthage illinois
republican as follows

last tuesday while major bidamon was tearing down the
walls of the eastern wing of the old nauvoo house he
came across the corner stone which was laid by the prophet

at the time the building was commenced which was inin
the year 1841 the stone was inin the foundation inin the south-
east corner and inin the center of it was a square cut chest
about 10 x 14 inches and eight inches deep covered with
a stone lid which fitted closely inin a groove or shoulder at
the top and cemented around the edge with lead that had
been melted and poured inin the seam on removing the lid
which was done with some difficulty the chest was found
to be filled with a number of written and printed docu-
ments the most of them mouldybouldy and more or less de-
cayed ls

after removing it from the cornerstone bidamon gave
portions of the manuscript to nauvoo visitors on five known
occasionsoccasions one of these occuroccurredonoccurredredonon september 7 18851883 when
mrs sarah M kimball a onetimeone time resident of nauvoo re-
turned to visit her former home

I1 asked the lady friend with whom I1 was riding to call with
me on mr bidamon a former acquaintance after learning
where I1 was from he recognized me and seemed pleased we
talked a little of times that were and of persons gone
I1 referred to his home which is a temporary four room build-
ing on the southwest corner of the foundation laid for the
nauvoo house I1 asked why the heavy and extensive founda-
tions around him were being torn up he replied that he had
bought the premises and the rock was torn up to sell as
he was poor and otherwise would not have been able to build
I1 said I1 am interested inin this foundation because I1 remember
there were treasures deposited under the chief cornerstonecorner stone
he said yes I1 took up the stone box and sold it it had
been so long exposed to the wet and weather that its contents
were nearly ruined I1 gave the coincolncoincoln to joe and told him he
could have the pile of paper he said it was the manuscript of
the book of mormon but it was so much injured that he did

relics of the old nauvoo house deseret news september 27 1882
this date for the removal of the manuscript from the cornerstone is verified inin
the conversation of joseph W summerhays with lewis Bidabidamonbidainoninon on oct 3
1884 inin which bidamon isis recorded as saying inin 1882 1I made some
alterations in the house and in taking down the east wing inin the south east
corner I1 came across a stone box summerhays diary october 3 1884
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not care for it while we were talking mr bidamon s wife
brought a large pasteboard box and placed it on my lap it
contained a stack of faded and fast decaying paper the bottom
layers for several inches were uniform in size they seemed
to me larger than common foolscap the paper was coarse
in texture and had the appearance of having lain a long
time inin water as the ink seemed almost entirely soaked into
the paper when I1 handled it it would fall to pieces I1 could
only read a few words here and there justust enough to learn
that it was the language of the book of mormon above
this were some sheets of finer texture folded and sewed to-
gether this was better preserved and more easily read I1 held
it up and said mr B how much for this relic he said
nothing from you you are welcome to anything you like
ffromrom the box I1 appreciated the kindness took the leaves
that were folded and sewed together 11

four months after her return from nauvoo mrs kimball
wrote joseph F smith 1 I procured a relic from the corner-
stone of the nauvoo house you can have it if you will take
the trouble to call I1 am somewhat infirm otherwise should
have reported to you earlier 20211

the kimball acquisition is identifiable from a description
given by george reynolds secretary of the first presidency
who examined it in 1884 after it had been given to joseph F
smith reynolds described it as consisting of twenty pages

ten sheets and containing the book of mormon text from
I11 nephi 22 to 1 nephi 1335 mrs kimball s observation
that some of the leaves appeared larger than common fools-
cap agrees with reynolds page measurement of 1612 inches
long by ag6g6y8 inches wide 1 which is longer than but not as
wide as foolscap

the largest known single acquisition of the manuscript oc-
curred on may 21 1885 when the assistant church historian
franklin D richards and his son charles C visited lewis
bidamon in nauvoo

we were quite willingly shown all that remained of
the book of mormon manuscript the paper isis yellow
with age and from the moisture sweated from its own hiding
place it is brittle to the touch many of the leaves crumble

letter of sarah M kimball to george reynolds july 1199.9 1884 quoted
in george reynolds history of the book of mormon the Contricontributorfurorhulor vol
5 july 1884 p 366

letter from sarah M kimball to joseph F smith october 10 1883
reynolds history of the book of mormon p 366
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like ashes and some of them are broken away it is necessary
to handle them with the utmost care the writing is faint
and is not legible on many continuous lines but fragmentary
clauses and even whole verses are occasionally discernible

when the proprietor saw the profound interest with
which we regarded these things he spoke to us about them
with great respect and generosity we talked with him upon
the subject of the writings at considerable length and through
his complaisance when we came away we brought with us all
of the manuscripts and have them now inin our possession 22

the pages of the manuscript obtained by richards on
this occasionoccasion comprised two segments of the book of mormon
text reportedly covering I11 nephi 155 to 2 nephi 30 and
alma 219 to alma 6022 mr richards did not indicate the
number of pages he received from bidamon however a com-
parison of present holdings with his listed references suggests
that portions of the manuscripts he obtained have been either
lost in transmission and handling or an error was made in the
reporting 23

franklin richards retained this portion of the manuscript
until his death in 1899 when it passed to his son charles C
who on december 13 1946 presented it to president george
albert 224 measurable of richardssmith the leaves the acquisi-
tion appear to be foolscap 13 inches by 16 inches paper fol-
ded and sewed to make 8 inch by 13 inch pages

if lewis bidamon readily parted with segments of the
document on these two occasions such was not the case when
the utah businessman joseph W summerhays visited him on
october 3 188418842525

I1 was introduced to major LC bidamon I1 said to him
major they tell me over inin missouri that you have found the
manuscript of the book of mormon inin this house how isis it
he answered in 1882 1I made some alterations inin the house
and in taking down the east wing in the southeast corner I1
came across a stone box about 10 x 15 6 inches deep the

aletter2letterletter of franklin D richards to the editor of the deseret news visit
to pueblo independence carthage nauvoo richmond etc deseret news
july 1 1885 ppap 380381580381380580 581381

2seeaseesee listing on p 273
21 an address delivered by charles C richards at the sacrament meeting

held in the hawthorne ward of the sugar house stake in salt lake city utah
sunday evening april 20 1947 ppap 8128 12 also book of mormon manuscript
original presented to church deseret news church news december 14 1946

joseph william summerhays diary october 3 1884 change in this
quotation isis limited to punctuation and spelling
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box was sealed with a stone cap in it I1 found a bible book
of mormon doctrine & covenants hymn book times &
seasons a letter addressed to the pres of the united states
written by lyman wight setting forth the wrongs of our
people some manuscript and less than one thousand dollars in
cash a joke all in a bad state of preservation then turn-
ing to his wife he said to her bring the papers which she
did I1 examined them especially the manuscript I1 cannot tell
what it isis for it is very rotten and the ink isis faded but from
the more visible I1 make the following extracts and again I1
say unto to you that it isis my will that my servant lyman
wight should continue inin preaching inin zion in the spirit of
meekness confessing me before the world and I1 will bear him

and he shall and honor 212 I1up as on eagles wings beget glory
think this is from the doc & cov I1 quote further and they
said unto me what meanethjeaneth the river of water which our
father saw and I1 said unto them that the water which my
father saw was filthyness and so much was his mind swal-
lowed up inin other things that he beheld not the filthyness
of the water I1 said unto them that it was an awful gulph
which seperatedseparatedseperated the wicked from the tree of life and also
from the saints of god and I1 said unto them that it was a
representation of that awful hell which the angel said unto
me was prepared for the wicked 2277 1I think this is from
the book of mormon some of the manuscript was I1 think
extracts from the book of mormon and some from the doc
& cov some of it was inin printers takes and had been cor-
rected the pencil marks being plain and the ink faded I1
ask ed the major for some of the manuscript he refused
but when he left the room his wife gave me one leaf and a
few leaves of the bible 2as2s8

mr summerhays did not specify which page of the manu-
script he received on this occasion 29 however of the items
he saw and described three of them section 124 of the doc-
trine and covenants the lyman wight petition and the page
containing I11 nephi 1526291526 29 are found among the book of

summerhays was copying from the manuscript of the revelation of january
19 1841 dacd&c 12418 which inaugurated the building of the nauvoo house
the revelation had been placed in the cornerstone with the book of mormon
manuscript

21thisthis quotation is from I11 nephi 1526291526 29
reference to printers takes and penciled corrections in regard to the

original manuscript of the book of mormon would indicate that portions of
it may have been used by the printer of the 1830 or the 1837 editions of the
book the preface of the 1837 edition of the book of mormon states that it had
been carefully examinedreexaminedre and compared with the original manuscripts by
elder joseph smith jr assisted by 0 cowdery

alma B summerhays of salt lake city who kindly provided the above
quotation from his father s diary was unaware of the content or location of the
page obtained by his father when contacted in january 1970
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mormon manuscript material in the historian s office at
least two of these the doctrine and covenants revelation and
the page from the book of mormon were obtained by frank-
lin richards in his 1885 visit 030O

A fourth recipient of a portion of the manuscript was ed-
ward stevenson who had accompanied the book of mormon
witness martin harris from ohio to utah in 1870 in an
account of his visit to david whitmer s son in richmond
missouri inin september 1888 stevenson recorded seeing the
printer s copy of the manuscript then in the possession of the
whitmer family he added that the original had been placed
in the nauvoo house cornerstone that franklin D richards
had a portion of it at that time and 1 I have a piece of the
same and deposited a portion in the museum of salt lake
city 31 A year later addressing a congregation in provo

utah stevenson remarked that mr bidamon had given him a
small portion of the manuscript as a relic which I1 now have

32 the present location of this segment of the manu-
script isis unknown

another page of the book of mormon manuscript was
identified on august 8 19511931 when the deseret news printed
a photograph showing a part of 1 nephi 14 with the notation
that it represented nearly a full page of the manuscript which
is now inin the possession of A B kesler a salt lake city
resident

A few final pieces of the manuscript were obtained by
andrew jenson at nauvoo on october 6 1888 1 I1 called on
lewis C bidamon and while conversing with him on the early
history of nauvoo he brought to me some small pieces of
paper pouring them into my hat remarking mr jenson those
are the last fragments of the original manuscript of the book
of mormon if you want them you may have them 33 these
fragments equivalent to about one page are totally illegible

the kimball and richards acquisitions account for sixty
eight of the seventy two manuscript leaves of the book of

franklin D richards deseret news ppap 380381380 381
edward stevenson diary september 12 1888
utah enquirer provo utah august 30 1889
statement of andrew jenson march 18 1938 an additional portlportiportionon of

the origoriginalnal manuscript was obtained by the reorganized church at one time
but for want of more adequate preservation procedures disintegrated long ago
richard P howard restoration scriptures A study of their textual develop-
ment independence missouri herald publishing house 1969 p 27



laman and lemual repent and go with nephi

that i praid unto the lord saying 0 lord according to my faith

which is in me wilt thou deliver me from the hands of my bre

thren yea even give me strength that i may burst these bands

with which i am bound and it came to pass that when i
hands and

had said these words behold the bands were loosdloosa from of my A feet

and i stood before my brethren and i spake unto them again
ware

and it came to pass that they A angry with me-me again and

and baughtsaught to lay hands upponappon me but behold one of the

daughters of ishmael yea & also her mother and one of the sons

of ishmael did plead with my brethren insomuch that they

did soften their hearts and they did cease striving to take

away my life and it came to pass that they ware sorrafulsorraful becbee

aus of their wickedness insomuch that they did bow down

before me & did plead with me that i would forgive

them of the thing that they had done against and

it came to pass that i did frankly forgive them all

that they had done and i did exortefort them that they would

pray unto the lord their god for forgivnessforgiveness and it came

to pass that they did so and after that they had done pray

ing unto the lor thdhe we did again travel on our joujourneymey

toward the tent of our father and it came to pass that we did

came down unto the tent of our father and after that i

and my brethren and all the house of ishmael had come

dow unto the tent of my father they did give thanks

unto the lord their god and they did offer sacrifice and of

fer burnt ofrings unto him and it came to pass that we hadhadjhadl

gerherdgetherd to geather all manner of seeds of every king both

of grain of every kind and also of the seeds of fruits of

every king and it came to pass that while my father

tarried in the wilderness he spake unto us saying

behold i have dreamddreama a dream or in other words i

have seen a vission and behold becausbecaas of the thing
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mormon now filed in the church historian s office present
evidence does not indicate the source of the remaining four

THE preservation OF THE manuscript
those who described the manuscript after its removal from

the nauvoo house cornerstone were unanimous inin observing
that it had been severely damaged by the elements so delicate
were the pages that any subsequent handling resulted in fur-
ther deterioration consequently action was taken to perman-
ently preserve it from further decay since portions of the
manuscript were almost unreadable an ultravioletultra violet photograph
was taken of each page to increase the legibility this work
was done sometime between 1949 and 1954 by the genealogi-
cal society microfilm photographer ernst koehler who was
filming records for the church historian s office at the time
these photographs offer the best means for reading the text
of the manuscript

A second step in the preservation process occurred in 1968-
1969 when earl olson assistant church historian took the
loose sheets of the manuscript to the W J barrow restoration
shop in richmond virginia for deacidification and lamina-
tion 34 ten sheets comprising the kimball acquisition were
laminated september 252625 26 1968 and the remainder of the
manuscript was completed june 192519 25 1969 35

THE handwriting OF THE manuscript
at least five scribes aided joseph smith during the writing

of the original book of mormon manuscript martin harris
wrote for joseph during the initial stages of the translation in
harmony pennsylvania prior to the loss of the 116 pages of
the manuscript inin 1828 there is no definite evidence that he
continued to write after that emma smith in answer to a
question in 1879 regarding those who were scribes for joseph
during the translation of the book of mormon named in addi-

so brittle was the paper that a preliminary step to lamination required the
removal of the binding thread and the cutting of each sheet along the fold

specifically the barrow method of restoration and preservation of the book
of mormon manuscript consisted of the removal of harmful acidic impurities
from the paper by soaking it in a solution of calcicalciumum hydroxide followed by
calcium bicarbonate after washing and drying the document was sandwiched
between layers of cellulose acetate film and then placed between layers of
transparent tissue paper to provide maximum strength
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ORIGINAL BOOK OF MORMON MANUSCRImanuscriptPT HOLDINGS
IN THE CHURCH historians OFFICE

text scribescribee 1 text scribe text scribe
kimball acquisition 1884 alma 242324252552425242325524 23 25525 5 OC alma 46404710464046 40 471047 10 OC
1 ne 22252222232 2 23 OC alma 2561625625 6 16 oc alma 471022471047 10 22 OC
1 ne 225318225518222331822322523 331851818 OCJW alma 252516261125161626261111 OC alma 4723364723564725564723472547 23 36 OC
I11 ne 318423185183 184422 JW alma 261124261126 n 24 oc alma 47364811473647 36485648481111 OC
1 ne 4220424 2 20 JWOCJWVOC alma 262426245526243526 24 353 OC alma 481123481125481148 11 23 OC
I11 ne 42042057420374 20 37 U almaaima 263526552635271226 35 271227 12 OC alma 482348254994825482349948 23 49949 9 OC

I11 ne 4384584385144 38 5145 14 U alma 271224271227 12 24 OC alma 4992049949 9 20 OC
1 ne 51451475514735 14 737 3 U alma 2724286272427 24 28628 6 oc alma 492030492050492049 20 30 OC
I11 ne 7317737 3 17 LU alma 28629528628 6 29529 5 OC alma 5011250150 1 12 OC

alma 30 OC alma 501226501250 12 26 OCI11 ne 717811717717881111 U 29530229529 5 3022
1 ne 811278118 11 27 U alma 3025021750230302172 17 OC alma 50263750265750502626 37 OC

alma 28 oc alma 503850585185058503851850 38 51851 8 OCI11 ne 827948278 27 949 4 U 3017501730172830 17

1 ne 941011949 4 1011lollloli10 11 U alma 302842302830 284242 OC alma 5181951851 8 19 OC
alma 304253 OC alma 511931511951 19 31 OCUneI11 1011lollioli101111110 11 illlii11111 1

1 ne 111iiiili1111811 1 18 U alma 305350535055305331530 53 31531 5 OC alma 51315151528513152851 31 52852 8 OC

I11 ne 111832111811 183232 U alma 3151931551531 51919 OC alma 5522817288 17 OC
1 ne 11321152128113212811 32 12812 8 U alma 311935311931 19 35 OC alma 521728521752 17 28 OC
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I11 ne 1912201191219 12 20120 1 OC alma 4400 15 4411 2 OC unknown acquisition
1 ne 2012020120 1 20 OC alma 412144124 2 14 OC alma 6236625662364962 36 49 OC
I11 ne 20202114202020 2021211414 OC alma 41144213411441 1442421342151 OC alma 625063625062 50 63 11 OC
i1 ne 2114224211421 14 22422 4 OC almaaimama 4213294213421542 3 29 OC alma 631163 11 helhei 151 5 OC
I11 ne 2241422422 4 14 OC alma 4229431142294511422942 294329454311451111 OC hel 1617161 6 17 OC
I11 ne 2214264221422 14 26426 OC almaaima 4311451143112243 n 22 OC hel 1 182818 28 OC
I11 ne 222622 26 alma 4322452236452256452243223643 22 366 OC hel 128281281 28 282 8 OC2neane2 ne 171 7 OC alma 4336474356474336435643 6 47 OC hel 28582828382 S 383 S OC
2 ne 1818181 8 18 OC alma 4347445434743 47444455 OC hel 58223838228 22 OC
2 ne 118301181 18 30 OC almaalmiaimiaima 4451444544 5 14 OC additional fragmenfragmentsdragments
alma 222227222222 22 27 OC alma 4414452441444 14 45245 2 OC alma 112021112011 20 21 OCalma 2230225034225054225022303422 30 344 OC alma 4521745245 2 17 OC alma 113711 37 OC
alma 2312516231625123 1 6 OC alma 4517466451745 17464666 OC alma 11444511 44 45 OC
alma 2372452572452372432372572 7 24324524 3 OC alma 4661846646 6 18 OC alma 195719519 5 7 OC
alma 245240142451424 5 14 OC alma 461828461846 18 28 OC alma 191819 18 OC
alma 241424142524142324 14 232 OC alma 462840462846 28 40 OC almaaima 192119 21 OC

3 ne 26526 5 OC
pairings indicate the two sides of ia ssinglengleagle sheet of the Ms
OC oliver cowdery JW posspossiblyablyibly john whitmer bU unidentified scribe eereven
sheet of the kimball acquisitioacquisitionn and the first eleeneleven sheets of the richards acquisition
were entirely preserbreserpresentedpresenedpresebedenedved of thosethose remaremaining1

i
ninaning approxapproximatelapproximated1

i matelymateis 4
1 to 3

1 of each sheet is mmissingissing
although photographed byb ernst koehler inin 1949541949 54 these two sheets were missing when
the manuscript was laminated inin 1969



against them to battle & I1 nephi beheld that

the gentiles which had gone out of captivity
by

were delivered A the power of god out of the

hands of all other nations & it came to pass

that I1 nephi beheld that they did prosper in the

land & I1 beheld abookaboodA book & it was carried forth

among them & the angel saith unto me know

est thou the meaning of the book & I1 saith I1

know not & he saith behold it proceedethproceedeth out

of the mouth of a jew & I1 nephi beheld it & he

saith unto me the book which thou beholdestBeh oldest

is a record of the jews which contain the covananconanan

ts of the lord which he hath maid unto the house
of israel & it also containethcontaineth many of the prophecies

of the holy prophets & it is a record like unto the

engraveingsengraveings which are upon the plaits of brass

save there are not so many nevertheless they
the

contain the covanantscovenantscovanants of A lord which he hath

maid unto the hause of israel wherefore they

are of great worth unto the gentiles & the ange

I11 of the lord said unto me thou hast beheld

that the book proceeded forth from the mou

th of a jew & when it proceeded forth from the

mouth of a jew it contained the fulnessfalness of the
the

gospel of the lord of whom A twelve apostles
bore record & they bore record according to the

truth which is inin the lamb of god wherefore

these things go forth from the jew in puri

ty unto the gentiles according to the truth

which isis inin god & after that they go forth by

the hand of the twelve apostles of the lamb

from the jews unto the gentiles behold after

this thou seest the formation of that great

& abominable church which is the most



book of mormon manuscript 1 nephi 1318151813182613 18 26 possibly written by
john whitmer by courtesy of the church historian
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tion to herself oliver cowdery martin harris and her brother
reuben hale 3 the bulk of the manuscript was written by
oliver cowdery after his arrival inin harmony in april 1829
reuben miller quoted cowdery on the subject at the time of
the latter s return to the church inin october 1848 1 I1 wrote
with my own pen the entire book of mormon save a few
pages as it fell from the lips of the prophet 377 following
the move to fayette new york inin june 1829 joseph smith
recorded that john whitmer assisted us very much inin writing
during the remainder of the work and previous to that david
whitmer had offered his servicesservices when convenient 38 reu-
ben hale most likely wrote prior to the move to fayette while
joseph was residing at the hale residence in pennsylvania

of the 144 pages of the book of mormon manuscript in
the church historian s office 124 pages are in the hand-
writing of oliver cowdery eleven were probably written by
john whitmer and twelve others are the work of an un-
identified scribe

factors that aid inin identifying handwriting presuppose that
each person has distinctive writing characteristics from which
available samples may vary and although no two writing
samples of an individual are exactly alike variation is confined
more to superficial details than fundamental writing habits
the identification of basic writing characteristics provides the
means for detailed comparisioncomparitioncomparision and study many examples of
oliver cowdery s handwriting appear inin the manuscript sources
of early church history due no doubt to his close association
with joseph smith his professional background as a school
teacher his appointment as the first church historian and his
ability as a penman the isolation of basic features of cow-
dery s writing permits an accurate identification of his work inin
the book of mormon manuscript 3

joseph smith last testimony of sister emma p 289-
26 oct 1 18791879p289p289

reuben miller diary october 21 1848 compare messenger and
advocate october 1834 ppap 141514 15

DHC vol 1 p 49
holograph samples of oliver cowdery s writing inin the historian s office

are found in volume 1 of the patriarchal blessings book alA l1 of joseph
smith s history of the church and the oa01o1oliveriverlver cowdery papers other
samples are located inin the cowdery docket book and letters at the huntington
library inn Calicailcaliforncaliforniacalifernforn ia the priprinterritertiter s copy of the book of mormon manuscript inin
the possession of the reorganized church at independence missouriM ssouritsouri and the
newel K whitney acquisition recently obtained by brigham young uni-
versityversity
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one characteristic of the cowdery writing in the manu-
script that almost never appears in his other writings is the
complete lack of punctuation and paragraphing a peculiarity
that applies to the other two scribes as well the lack of such
detail however by one whose usual mode of writing did not
preclude this adds credence to the claim of a dictated text for
the book of mormon available samples of cowdery s writing
show consistent punctuation with the single exception of
revelations that were apparently dictated to him 40

the handwriting on eleven pages of the book of mormon
manuscript contains similarities to known samples of john
whitmer s writing however identification is not positive since
existing variations between known samples of whitmer s writ-
ing and the manuscript writing may not be within the limit of
acceptable differences only further comparison of earlier sam-
ples will clarify this point

the writer of a third portion of the manuscript is unknown
available handwriting samples of known associates of joseph
smith during the book of mormon translation provide no clue
to the scribe of twelve pages of the manuscript basic writ-
ing characteristics of this person bear no resemblance to known
samples of the writing of emma smith martin harris hyrum
smith samuel harrison smith christian whitmerwbitmer jacob
whitmer and david whitmer neither do they compare with
joseph smith s own hand

of the three amanuenses whose writing appears on the
manuscript that of the unidentified scribe contains the most
error since this portion of the manuscript is more legible than
the rest published excerpts have been taken almost exclusively
froinfrom these pages 4 consequently the analyst who seeks to
calculate scribal error for the whole book on the basis of these
examples may receivereceive a faulty impression

the appearance of oliver cowdery s handwriting on what
appears to be the third page of the book of mormon manu-
script the first page of the surviving fragments raisesraises a
question of the beginning point of his work as scribe if as
evidence indicates 12 some translation of the book of mormon
had been done prior to cowdery s arrival inin pennsylvania in

kidibidbid
consult the improvement era june 1941 p 342 november 1960 p

803 march 1911 p 384 and deseret evening news dec 23 1899
dac2d&cd&c 530 1041 nibley history of joseph smith ppap 135 141
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april 1829 such writing would naturally precede cowdery s

if oliver commenced writing at the beginning of I11 nephi any
writing that preceded his could not have exceeded two pages
it may be however that his work on the manuscript com-
menced at a later point in the text joseph smith after being
directed not to retranslate the lost 116 pages of the manu-
script was advised to insert in their place the engravings
which are on the plates of nephi 14341 this would correspond
to the first 133153155135 pages of the printed book comprising I11 nephi
to the words of mormon the location of the cowdery writ-
ing at the beginning of the text of 1 nephi followed by the
apparent hand of john whitmer may indicate that oliver
beganb writing at a point in the manuscript beyond the loss of
the 116 pages and that the plates of nephi were written
after the completion of the rest of the book

in conclusion the history of the original book of mormon
manuscript shows that many individuals have contributed to
the preservation of part of a unique religious document and
while the further identification of handwriting may yet estab-
lish particular facts an analysis of remaining fragments of
the manuscript lends support to early statements regarding the
origin of the book 1 1 that several scribes were employed
during the writing process 2 that the book originated from
a dictated text and 3 that oliver cowdery wrote the major
part of the manuscript

dacd&c11d&c 103010301050 41


